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Racism or Southern HistoryP
McCorHe Painting leads tn Art Slum Cancellation

personal feeling in the matter,be
cause it was the decision of the
One of the ideas behind the students to have the painting put
Bill of Rights concept of free on display. Yeargin decided to
dom, is the freedom of expres take the matter up with the "pow
sion. However, what happens ers that be" and made an appoint
when your expressions or ideas, ment with President Burnett,
infringe upon another's concept which was canceled. Yeargin then
of freedom, as in the case of flag spoke with Dean Townsend who
burner's, or anti-abortionist ral took the same stance as Finlay.
After Yeargin spoke with
lies at clinics?
Finlay
a second time, Finlay de
How do you determine
cided
to
hold an open forum
whether one person's right to
among
AASU
students to address
freedom should be constitution
the
issue
and
to
discuss sugges
ally protected, or whether sanc
tions
on
what
should
be done re
tions should be placed on that
person to protect the rights of garding the painting and the fu
others? This situation has re ture of the art show. The ultimate
cently become a touchy subject solution would be left up to mem
among Honor Program students bers of the Honor Program.
There were approximately
at AASU.two
honors classes that voted on
It all began with a painting
the
art
for the show. According to
of ablackfaced minstrel singing
Finlay,
the untitled painting by Former Chatham County Commissioner Robert McCorkle with controversial painting. It's
on the banks of a river with a
Robert
McCorkle, former not meant to be racist, it's a picture of the old South he tells Inkwell Reporters
bale of cotton and a banjo used
Chatham
County Commission
as props with a riverboat in the
how ethical issues enter into real
Chairman
and an AASU-student, Honor Program to purchase the McCorkle did not receive an in
background. This painting was
life, and that often one cannot find a
vitation
to
attend
the
forum,
but
on display in the Honor Pro did not receive enough negative painting; to delegate a time for told the Inkwell staff that he was solution that is satisfactory to all."
gram classroom/lounge as a votes to prevent it from being ex the classroom/lounge to be used floored by the student's decision
Student Activities Director A1
part of the Honor Program Art hibited (the asking price for the as an art gallery; or to remove all to remove his painting. "I Harris stated that perhaps the art
of the art and cancel the art show.
painting is $480).
Show.
Nevertheless, whose right thought it was a violation offree show could be exhibited in a sepa
During
the
forum,
Dr.
Chris Yeargin, a junior and
speech," said McCorkle. "I fig rate area where classes are not
member of the Honor Program Howard Robinson, assistant pro should the Honor Program ob ured it [their decision to remove held, so that objecting students
stated that he was deeply of fessor of A frican American His serve- the right of the artist, the painting] set that back."
would not have to look at the
fended by the painting and con tory, gave the students who did whose freedom of expression is
painting if they found it offensive.
"It
was
a
picture
of
the
old
sidered it to be aslap in the face not know the negative connota on the line, or the right of the South," said McCorkle . He said
because it was located in a tions behind the black-faced min student, whose right to learn in he didn't intend the painting to be
a non-hostile environment is
For a brief history of blackfaced
room where he was trying to strel, some cultural factoids.
racist and wasn't even thinking entertainers in the U.S. see page
being
infringed
upon?
Robinson
made
it
clear
that
get an education.
The members decided that about that when he painted it.
three of this issue.
Yeargin led the campaign the artistic structure of the paint
"My father used to tell me
Yeargin's
rights
were
more
im
ing
had
nothing
to
do
with
the
to have the painting removed,
how they [blackfaced minstrels]
not because it "perpetuated ra matter; it was the subject of the portant and decided to take all used to fill up an arena; they told Jack G. Shaheen, internationally
of
the
art
down.
Yeargin
stated
acclaimed specialist on stereo
cial stereotypes", but because painting. According to Robinson
jokes and made people laugh. I've typical portraits of racial and
that
"they
[Honor
Program
white
men
dressed
in
black
face,
his rights as a student were be
singing, dancing andtelling jokes Members] did not address the even played one myself. I didn't ethnic groups is the featured
ing violated.
see anything wrong with it."
speaker at the inaugural presen
His goal was not to infringe is viewed as an insult to African problem, they took the easy way
When asked to comment on tation of the Presidential Lec
out.
Instead
of
looking
at
the
real
upon the right of the artist to Americans.
ture Series. Shaheen speaks on
Michelle Woodson, a sopho issue here, of racism, just take the situation of first amendment
have his painting displayed, but
Wednesday, November 11, at
rights
violations,
Dr.
Mark
Finlay
everything
down,
make
the
to assert his right as a student more in the Honor Program said
stated he felt it was not his place 1:30 P.M. in the Fine Arts Au
to learn in a non-hostile envi that although the paintingstunned problem go away."
ditorium. His lecture, Shattering
Dr. Finlay is in the process to do so. "Honors students have
her, she would not have voted
ronment.
been given considerable powers Stereotypes, examines the im
In order to reach some type against it because she thought "it of developing sensitivity classes to govern the Program, and I am pact of media stereotypes, how
and why minorities are d emonof resolution, Yeargin started made people look foolish," be to educate students further on
pleased that they have held pro ized, the influence of screen images,
First
Amendment
rights
and
cause
a
white
person
cannot
make
vocalizing his concerns to Dr.
topic on ethnic art and culture. ductive, intelligent, and honest and combating prejudice, bias, and
Mark Finlay, who advises the himself black.
How does the artist feel discussions of multiple issues that discrimination.
Finlay laid out several solu
Honor Program. Finlay stated
about
this predicament? Mr. are involved. This caseillustrates
that he could not involve his tions tosolve the problem: for the
By Benita R. Mitchell
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Politically Correct Behavior\ Successful Psychology What exactly does it mean?
How Do You Weigh Your Self-Worth?
(NAPS)—Self-esteem. It's more
than a dress size or pounds on a
scale.
Increasingly, women are being
encouraged to think that there is
no ideal body shape or weight that
they must strive to achieve—only
a healthful lifestyle that will in
turn help lead them to a healthier
weight.
The first step to achieving this
goai, according to a number of
weight management and behavior
modification authorities, is a posi
tive mindset. To that end, Kellogg's•' Special K" cereal has
teamed up with Shape Up Amer
ica!, the healthy weight campaign
mounted by former U .S. Surgeon
General C. Eve rett Koop, to bring
this issue to the forefront.
This is a particularly important
initiative in light of a recent study
of girls in grades 6-12 conducted
by Dr. Adam Drewnowski of the
University of Michigan. The study
found that many young girls
develop a negative body imgge
with the onset of puberty at age
12 or 13, and revealed a disturb
ing increased prevalence in diet
ing among girls, some as young as
age ten.
"Too m any American women
today are paying the price when
they strive for the cultural percep
tion of an ideal body shape," said
Karen E. Kafer, Director of Com
munications for Kellogg USA, the
makers of Kellogg's Special K
cereal. "It's time for women to
reshape their attitudes about body
image so they can focus on what's
really important—achieving a
healthy lifestyle."
To help women reshape their
attitudes, Kellogg's Special K and
Shape Up America! have created a
body image symbol called "The
Feminine Ideal" that offers wo
men four basic tips to consider:

(912)927-5351
correctness as:"relating to orsup
FRH 921-5497
porting a programof broad social,
e-mail:inkuiell@
When one thinks of a poli political, and Social change, espe
mailgate.armstrong.edu
tician, correct behavior is usu cially to redress historical injus
BJ E nglish
ally the last thing one expects to tices in matters such as race, class,
M
a
n
aging Editor
gender
and
sexual
orientation."
It
see, especially around campaign
"being
or
perceived
further
states:
time. It is often tempting to vote
C h r i st y Nolin
for the candidate that has the as being overly concerned.... of
A s s i s t a n t Edit or
most slanderous remarks made ten to the exclusion of other mat
about him or her by theopposing ters."
Da vid Bouiman
So it seems that even the dic
Sports Editor
candidate, just to prove to the
tionary
realizes
that
political
cor
other candidate thatsmear tactics
R n g el a S t r i c k l a n d
rectness can be taken too far!
don't work.
A
d
vertising Manager
It is littlewonder why so few Admit it, how many of you, in the
people show up to the voting company of friends whothink and
Staff Writers
booths on election day. By voting, act like you, make fun of other
R a d h a N a ra y a n a n
M i c h e l l e Cobb
it seems as if we are just encour people and events you wouldn't
B o n n ! Richardson
aging more political incorrectness. make fun of if you were in a dif
J o u r n a l i s m 343B
Still, we have to admit that few of ferent situation surrounded by dif
us have time to worry about the gov ferent people, and then feel un
P h o t o s by
ernment full-time and we need rep comfortable and unable to "be
D e s m a l P ur e e d
yourself' around those who are
resentatives to do the job for us.
D e r e k Davis
We also need to know what different?
Whether it's a dumb blond
HI H a r r is
is and isn't politically correct, es
advisor
pecially when it comes to the work joke, a negativecomment about a
force, classroom and other vola stereotypical behavior of agroup,
The Inkwell is published and distrib
tile areas, where being politically or simply a comment about how uted bi-weekly, five tim es during the
incorrect can land us in jail or re attractive someone's anatomy is, Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters on
alternate Wednesdays. Copies are
sult in a lawsuit for assaulting the we all"watch" what wesay when available
in distribution boxes
we
are
around
certain
people,
and
rights of others.
throughout the campus or can be subThese days you can get taken so tend to feel uncomfortable scribal to by mail for $24 a year.
The Inkwell welcomes letters and
before a judge for sexual harass when those people are aroundus, comments for improvement pro vided
ment if you refer to your female because "we can't be ourselves that they are clearly written or typed. All
letters submitted for publication must be
coworkers as girls, babes, sweet and relax."
signed and a phone number should be
It is this latter attitude that provided for verification purposes.
ies, etc., and a coach who pops an
tends
to put some people outside Names will be withheld upon request
impudent young athlete with a wet
The Inkwell welcomes public an
our
desired
group of friends. We nouncements,
towel is likely to be accused of
press releases, etc.
may be willing to benice to them Such information will be published
child abuse.
Whether we like it or not,we when we are insocial groups, but free of charge at the discretion of the
editorial staff.
are all responsible for being aware when we are around our "real"
The comments and opinions ex
of how our words and actions af friends, we don't want to have to pressed in this publication do not
necessarily express the opinions of
fect others, but this shouldn't pre watch what we say and be politi anyone
other than the person who
vent us from being ourselves or cally correct on our "time off'.
has written them and are not to be
There arefew people who can taken as a reflection upon the views
cause us to live in fear that we will
of the faculty, administrators, the
insult someone because we did or claim that they do not feel more University System of Georgia orthe
didn't know better: there are ac comfortable in groups which share Board of Regents.
tually some cultures which would their political and nonpolitical ide
consider our polite behavior to be als. If you love sports, you want all about seeing people as indi
an insult and vice versa. There are to be around people who love viduals with independent
some cultures which consider it sports. If you are a morally upright thoughts from those who look or
an insult if you fail to burp be person, you do not want to be speak in a similar fashion. It's
fore leaving the table. Try using around people who curse and about not assuming that a
that excuse the next time you get speak poorly about others. If you woman can't change a tire, that
in trouble for burping in a pub are an upbeat person, you d on't a blond is stupid, or a red head
want to be around people who has a temper. It's about appreci
lic restaurant!
But how are weto know what complain and drag you down. ating differences among hu
So, does this mean that be mans, and learning from past
constitutes correct behavior in the
U.S.? It seems the mles are con ing politically correct places an mistakes.
It's ironic thatpoliticians are
stantly changing. Not long ago even wider gap between one
often
the least politically correct
group
of
people
and
another?
it was impolite to refer to a dark
of
us
all, and it's really impos
Not
really,
the
whole
idea
behind
skinned person born in the U.S.
sible
to
live yourentire life with
as an African. The preferred political correctness was to
out
hurting
someone's feeling?,
term was Negro or ColoredPer make people more aware of the
son, and while calling a thirty people andthings they werecriti but being more aware adout
year old female a girl was once cizing, and to remove stereotypes, other people and beingaware of
a complement, it is now consid which may fit a vast majority of the damage stereotyping others
one group, but do not fit all indi can do is a good step toward proered an insensitive insult!
ducing better relationships
The American Heritage Col- viduals associated with it.
Being
ooliticallv
correct
is
*mbne
differing groups.
leve Dictinnnrv refers to nolitical
By BJ English

QKelkjgg Company O! 998 KellogCompany

"The Feminine Ideal" symbol
motivates women to reshape
their attitude about body image.

• Eat healthy foods. Choose
more grains, vegetables and fruit.
• Refuse to skip meals. Eat
three meals a day. Start with
breakfast..
• Keep moving. Add 30 min
utes of extra activity every day.
• Be positive. Make every day
into a great one.
"The goal is to end the confu
sion by letting women know that a
positive mindset and some simple
changes in diet and activity can
add up to big dividends in terms
of bette r health," said Barbara J .
Moore, Ph .D., President of Shape
Up America!
For a free copy of the "Reshape
Your Attitude" symbol, "The Femi
nine Ideal," call 1-800-962-0130.

SOCIAL SCIENCE
MAJORS!

nrM

Pi Gamma Mu
An International Honor Society in
Social Sciences
(Political Science, Psychology, Economics, Anthropology, Sociology, Criminal Justice.
History and Geography)

Would you like to build leadership skills,
attend conferences, develop intellectually
through shared ideas, participate in
professional networking and much more?
Apply Now For Membership!
Application information can be obtained from:
Dr. Skidmore-Hess (Political Science Department - UH)
Office: 921-5674
Fax: 921-5876
e-mail: daniel_skidmorehess@mailgate.armstrong.edu

R r m s t r o n g Atlantic
S t a t e Uniuersity
11935 Hbercorn Street
Savannah, GR 31419
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Red Ribbon Week at AASU
By Elaine A. Hakala
Journalism 3430

the ages of 5 and 27 are the most
at risk group, comprising onehalf of the alcohol related deaths
October 23, 1998—Presi by auto accidents each year.
dent Robert A. Burnett officiated These numbers are lower than in
the opening ceremony today to previous years due to educa
mark the beginning of Red Rib tional programs like Red Ribbon
bon Week on the AASU campus, Week, combined with tougher
part of the national observance laws and enforcement, but they
geared toward improving aware are still a staggering loss of life
ness of the hazards of drug and every year, especially for the age
alcohol abuse. Other events for group most AASU students fall
the day included students taking into. Marie Spaulding, an AASU
the Pledge of Sobriety (I pledge student in attendance at the gath
to gain a new perspective by ering in Shearhouse Plaza, and
considering the impact of alco a licensed mortician since 1980,
hol and drags on myself and oth echoed Dr. Burnett's sentiment
ers, and to do my part in promot on a more personal level. Over
ing a drag and alcohol free life her years of work, she said that
by example, and building a Wall she has seen "far too many
of Awareness in the cafeteria young people who died because
comprised of bricks bearing the of drags and alcohol, not only
names of friends and family from accidents, but also from the
whose lives have been adversely violence that can come with sub
affected by drags and alcohol.) stance abuse." A mother herself,
During the week long focus, she expressed concern for the
other events scheduled are a Vic problem, and support of
tim Awareness Panel discussion, AASU's attempts to promote
a Community Resource presen responsibility among its stu
tation in the cafeteria, a demon dents. Jan Jones, Director of
stration by the Chatham County Volunteer and Service Learning,
President Burnett Signs Gain a New Perspective Pledge for
K-9 Unit on the quad, a Depart and coordinator for AASU's
1998
Red Ribbon Week at Armstrong Atlantic State University
ment. Door Decoration Contest, huge week of events, said in her
a Mocktail Party with free pizza speech that Red Ribbon Day was
and comedians, a volley ball started by the National Federa
game against SCAD, an evening tion of Parents in 1985, and that
cookout, a Halloween Costume Georgia became involved with
Contest, and a Pumpkin Fun the program in 1987. She too
Run. Dr. Burnett was well- feels the program is worthwhile,
armed with statistics which ex because "one in five persons are
plain why AASU is so solidly impacted by drags and alcohol
behind the Red Ribbon cam in their lifetime."
paign. As he said in his speech,
"there is no more important Gain a New Perspective
place to begin than with educa I pledge to gain a new perspec
tion." He related to the crowd tive by considering the impact
of faculty and students in atten of alcohol and drags on myself
dance that over 17,000 deaths a and others, and to do my part in
year are attributed to drags and promoting a drag and alcohol
alcohol, and that people between free life by example!

Originally, a minstrel was a
court entertainer in medieval Eu
rope, who traveled from place to
place to sing and recite poetry.
White men in the U.S. began
painting their faces black as a
comic gimmick about the time of
the Revolutionary War. They
would play banjo and make fun
of the southern rural culture, re
ferring to African-Americans as
Ethiopians, andsouthern whites as
peckerwoods, crackers, squatters
and hicks. As one might guess,
their audience was primarily white
nonrural northerners.
During the Civil War, wh ite
minstrels performing in blackface,
would tour both Union and Con
federate camps and were a wel
come relief to the monotony and
strenuous work required of mili
tary camp life away from home
and family.
The UnionArmy even played
host to a group ofAfrican-Ameri
can Minstrels who were known as
"Negro" minstrels. One of the
most famous of these groups was
the Georgia Minstrels,who gained
great popularity during the time.
Other black performers began
to move away from the old ste
reotypes and traditional styles of
music and began a new style of
entertainment integrating the use
of banjo, fiddle, drams, and tam
bourine.
It is interesting to notethat the
blackface entertainers learned
their trade from African-American
slave performers. The frailing or
"downstroke" motion used in
playing the banjo was taught to
them by the slaves. This method
of banjo playing still exists today,
and while the blackface entertain
ers might seem prejudiced by our
standards, their performance, and
that of the Negro minstrels, led to
a truly unique American style of
music which is as much a part of
• SMART, LOW-COST BIRTH
44-B Lee Blvd.,
history as the Civil War itself.
912/351-0116
CONTROL OPTIONS
Across from Wachovia Bank
Further controversy over
• Emergency contraception
By Appointment
white actors pretending to be
• Affordable, confidential testing for pregnancy
black occurred with the radiopro
•Testing 81 treatment for sexually-transmitted
Come in for care,
diseases for men and women
duction of Amos and Andy in the
or call with your
•Well-woman gynecological and breast exams
questions. You'll be
mid 1900s. The radio show origi
glad you took control
• Supportive counseling & Referral Service
nally starred two white men.
of your sexual health.
When it became atelevision show
in the summer of 1951,Amos and
BRING INTHISAD FORA
Your Hea lthcare Professionals
Andy were played by African
DOZEN FREE (ONDOMS!
American actors. The show was
quite popular with whites and
blacks, but during the 1960s, re
runs of the show were labeled as
racist because they presented
blacks as simpletons who were
shiftless and conniving, and the
There are no people in the Bible whose names begin with the let show was felt to spread an unfa
ters W, X, and Y.
vorable stereotypicalimage ofAf
rican Americans.
Condom offer good through 12/31/98
Limit o ne coupon per c ustomer

PMPoraithood^i

mufyp

SGA Vice President Derrick Smith (far left) stands with Vice Presi
dent Butler, Dean Megathlin and Mack Seckinger at Ribbon cut
ting ceremony, and pledge <ff sobriety at.S.hearhouse Plaza. .

A brief history of
Blackface Minstrels
in Early America

6©SEffXD8 @©@0©ff£B8
Red Cross Blood Services responds to
Discrimination: Ain't That A Shame? What do you think? Student Concern of alleged bias.
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maybe his blood was infected. Do you think the Red Cross,
Yes, it was bad, but that was one under the direction of the FDA
True story: A man walked person. So, because of h im, the should list an active male
into a blood drive, all pumped- Red Cross has branded every other homosexual's blood as unsafe
in a nationwide data base?
up and ready to give. He waited homosexual as a "Biohazard".
The
Question Ronni raises isIt is not fair to everyone else
in line. He filled out the paper
how
do you know that same
work. He went through the who is perfectly healthy and wants
sex
partner's
ina monogamous
physical. Then, he goes to an- to give blood. And even still, they
relationship
have any more
swer the questionnaire. He's al- test the blood before they even
potential
to
carry
the AIDS vi
most through when there's a send it to the blood bank. I don't
ms than heterosexual monoga
prcblem. The nurse asked him see what the problem is.
mous couples?
That is discrimination in rare
if he has had sexual relations with
another man in the past6 months. form. And we all know that dis
Eileen raises an important
He answered yes. The nurse crimination ain't right. When is point, in that the FDA man
the world going torealize that HIV dates the blood screening pro
turned him away.
Ok, so theman's gay. No big and AIDS are not"gay diseases"? cess to prevent unsafe blood
Recent studies have shown from reaching those in need of
deal, right? Well, it seems that it
is to theAmerican Red Cross. He that out of all individuals that transfusions, but... what is to
has a clean bill of health, but that have tested positive for HIV and prevent someone from lying
AIDS, the majority of them are and saying they haven't had a
doesn't make a difference.
It is an ARC policy (which, heterosexual, African-American sexual relationship, or are not
by the way, was established in females. So what, are they go taking medications?
1984) not t o let homosexuals or ing to start turning them away, Should we all have our medi
bisexuals give blood. For those too? If that were to happen, cal records scrutinized and
who haven't figure out why, the there would be a lot of unhappy listed in a national data bank
ARC believes that homosexual people, and I am not just saying before being allowed to give
and bisexual individuals will give that because I am a heterosexual, blood?
Would such a policy pre
blood that contains HIV, AIDS, or African-American female.
Personally, I feel it would be vent people from giving blood
some other STD transmitted
for fear "big brother" govern
through blood.
their loss. As for other women,
ment would disclose secrets of
My question is, why? How they probably wouldn't be too
mental illness, drug use,etc. to
come they've decided to ran pleased. I think something
people we'd prefer not have
domly excludesomeone fromgiv should be done about this, and I that information on record.
ing blood because of their sexual don't stand alone. It shouldn't
Let us know your views.
orientation? Especially since the matter what sexual orientation or E-mail us at: inkwell@mail
ARC is always crying for some- ethnic background someone is. gate.armstrong.edu.
one to give blood. Beggars can't If he or she is perfectly healthy
and willing to give their blood
be choosy.
Oh wait, there's more. Not (which a lot of people aren't eas
only would they not let this par ily persuaded to do), there
ticular man give his blood,but his shouldn't be a problem. No one
name, social securitynumber, and should be turned away and no
personal information was entered one should have their personal
into a national database. So, if he information put in a national
were to try to give blood at an database involuntarily, only to
other blood drive, in a completely be used against them.
The valedictorian is the gradu
different location, the ARC can
It may seem impossible, but
ate with the highest marks; the
turn him away.
something can be done. Trust salutatorian is the graduate with
See that's just wrong! All me, I know first hand that a big the second highest marks.
right, maybe there was oncea ho mouth can get a lot accom
mosexual who gave blood, and plished. : ).
By Ronni Richardson

questions are presently being re
viewed by the FDA and th e
Receiveing blood is just as American Association of Blood
important to Americans as giv Banks (of which the American
ing blood. That is why the Food Red Cross is a member) for reand Drug Administration (FDA) vision and will be updated to furmandates that all blood banks in ther distinguish safe or un safe
the United States screen poten- blood donors from the general
tial and long time donors by ask- population. The revised q uesing them specific questions each tions are expected to better re
time they give blood.
fleet the present population and
These questions are direct its statistics,
Blood banks are m andated
and personal. These questions
have the potential to exclude to be choosy for the benefit of
people, who come from many all. Blood banks are mandated
walks of life, from donating to protect through stringent
blood for medical and behav questioning and blood tes ting,
ioral reasons. They are honest and to track potential and long
questions that require honest an time donors for unsafe blood by
swers. They are questions that way of a national database. The
protect you, your neighbors, and American Red Cross is m an
your loved ones from receiving dated by you, the American pub
unsafe blood, no matter what lic to provide a safe blood sup
ply for all members of the sociyour lifestyle is.
The argument that HIV/ ety it serves.
AIDS is a "gay disease" is anout"The Red Cross' Health and
dated argument, considering that Safety division has beenactively
heterosexual, African-American providing HIV/AIDS education
women are becoming the fastest to volunteer trainers in the corngrowing segment of HIV/AIDS munity since 1988. The aim of
the Red Cross is to dLpel myths
victims, among other groups.
The present questions used and misinformation about the
in the donor review process do spread of HIV/AIDS in your
have the potential to turn a community," says Tina Spivey,
healthy blood donor away in local Health and Safety Director
certain circumstances.These for the ARC Savannah Chapter.
By Eileen Smith

Director of Student Affairs, Dr. Joe Buck gives blood at last
month's Red Cross Donor Drive on campus. The Red Cross
holds several drives on campus throughout the school year.
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Hitor or Mentor...or Both
By Michelle Woodson

and I found that thesituation was
not as terrible as I had feared.
The Honors Mentoring Pro Jeremy refuses to read aloud in
gram is experiencing its trial run class not because he is illiterate,
this Fall Semester. About twenty but because his difficulties with
students have completed the tu words that other students con
tor training sessions with Dr. sider easy hascaused him a great
Cosgrove, and several are al deal of humiliation in the past.
ready meeting with their as I am pleasantly surprised to find
signed student on a regular ba that he simply needs some strat
sis. This program is part of an egies for vocabulary building
effort to get honors students in and increased reading compre
volved in using our talents to hension.
Jeremy and I have been
benefit the local community.
The following will give you a meeting for three weeks now.
picture of the kinds of students He has grown accustomed to my
that we are working with this presence, and is no longer afraid
to read in front of me. He trusts
semester.
Jeremy is in the seventh me not to make him feel stupid.
grade. His behavior in the class He still makes attempts to joke
room has earned him several and divert attention away from
trips to the principal's office and potential problem areas. While
a reputation as class clown. In these tactics can be discourag
English, Jeremy refuses to read ing, I am amazed by the little
aloud or answer any of the improvements that I see from
teacher's question about as session to session. His teachers
signed readings. His math have already mentioned an in
teacher has noticed that, al creased confidence level in the
though Jeremy's computational classroom and more willingness
math skills are comparable with to attempt the assigned work.
the rest of the class, he cannot They have become sensitive to
seem to work a Simple word bis difficulties and do not em
problem. The semester has just barrass him by asking him to
begun and it is evident that, read aloud.
I think that I am beginning
without help, Jeremy will not
pass the seventh grade. He is put to understand why, as thankless
on a list of students that could as the job often must be,so many
benefit from the one on one in intelligent people (who could
struction of a volunteer tutor. otherwise be making big bucks)
choose to teach. All the moti
Guess who gets the job.
During our first meeting, vation some children need is
Jeremy seems to be as nervous someone to let them know that
as I am. Dr. Cosgrove has pre they are willing to help them
pared me for the worst, so I am develop the abilities that they
aware of the possibility that Jer have. Everything 1have learned
emy can't read at all. I have come has been the result of s omeone
armed with some introductory sacrificing their time toshow me
activities, and tentatively initiate a little bit about what they know.
Giving that time back, in any
the "3 Questions" game.
The first session was spent small way, is the best "thank
getting to know each other a bit, you" that I can say.

Cancer and broccoli sprouts

How zesty broccoli sprouts - packed with 20 to 50 times more
chemoprotective compound than full-grown broccoli - may be
able to prevent cancer:

•

Broccoli seeds sprout,
nrnui for three
grow
three davs
days

are eaten; chewing
B Sprouts
releases sulforaphane
Sulforaphane mobilizes
Hdetoxification
enzymes
called Phase 2

Fl Enzymes neutralize
cancer-causing
chemicals which
damage DNA and
promote cancer
SOURCE: Johns Hopkins Univ.

f*
Johns
rosea
Dr. Pi
Talalay

Campus Copswho they are and
what they do
By Dan Van Brunt
Our PublicSafety Officers
are here for us-" to protect and
to serve." Mack Seckinger, the
new director of P ublic Safety
at AASU, said that he and his
officers are here "to provide a
quality and timely service" to
the students, faculty and staff.
There are 11 sworn officers in
the department, all of whom
have completed the same basic
training as regular Georgia mu
nicipal and county officers; in
fact, several have served in
those capacities in the past.
Seckinger stated that their
mission is to maintain a "safe
environment, conducive to
learning." His goal is to keep
crime off our minds, so wecan
concentrate on classwork.
However, most of th e campus
cop's job consists of services
such as providing after-hours
access to buildings on campus
and providing unlock and
jump-start services to motorists.
Actual crime on AASU's
campus is of major concern to
Seckinger and his officers. In
the past, most crimes that have
occurred have been cases of
petty theft. Of course, any vic
tim will tell you that it isn't
"petty" havingyour belongings
stolen. Since he and his offic
ers cannot be everywhere at
once, Seckinger prescribestak
ing preventive measures in
stead. These measures are
mostly common sense: for in
stance, never leave bookbags or
purses unattended, even for a
few minutes. Also, he says to
report "suspicious people or
events" that you witness. Pub
lic Safety is a team effort and
the only way to achieve a
crime-free campus is to work
together, Seckinger maintains.
For his part, Seckinger has
upped the minimum number of
officers on duty at any one time
from one totwo (not including
the dispatcher), and has lookec
into adding more lights on cam
pus, especially in parking areas
and along sidewalks.
The Office of Public Safety
is located at the comer of Sci
ence Drive and Abercorn, and
is open 24 hours a day. In an
emergency call 921-5555.

Benson's Resume
And Writing Service
Papers, Theses and Letters Typed
Resumes • Scannable Resumes • Updates
Composing • Expert Editorial Services
Faxing • Copying • Laser Printing
Notary Public

Owned & Operated by Armstrong Alumni

8410 Abercorn Street, Suite A-2
Savannah, GA 31406
(912) 925-2050
FAX (912) 925-0110

R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND

Trip to Atlanta for the Trib
ute to Governor Zell Miller
Radha Narayanan

members said thanks to the Gov
ernor
from theirown perspective.
On October 14, 1998, the
A chicken scallopini dinner
Board of Regents held a tribute
to Governor Zell Miller to thank was served and then the Chair
him for his extraordinary dedi man of Board of Regents, Edgar
cation for the improvement of L. Jenkins and the Chancellor of
education in Georgia through the the University System of Geor
gia, Stephan R. Portch, paid a
HOPE Scholarship program.
There were people from the tribute to Zell Miller. Finally,
34 public colleges and universi Zell Miller spoke and responded
ties in the University System of to the tribute. The program con
Georgia attending the function. cluded with music from the Uni
Several students, faculty, staff, versity System Choir composed
and administrators including Dr. of students from each of the 34
Burnett—President of Arm university system colleges and
strong, Dr. Butler—Vice Presi universities. The choir sang
dent and Dean of Faculty, and "Georgia on my Mind" and
Dr. Buck—Vice President for "America, the Beautiful" and
Student Affairs attended the this concluded the program.
Of course, then began the
event. The functionlasted about
4 hours from 5:30-9:30 PM in long bus trip back home. We fi
cluding the reception. The event nally arrived back on campus at
was held at the World Congress about 2 AM the next day. While
it certainly was a long day for
Center in Atlanta.
At the reception, people had all of us starting from 12:15 PM
the oppoortunity to buy Zell and ending at 2:00 AM, I truly
Miller's book Corps Values and believe that the whole trip was
have the governor sign the book worth it. After all, how many
for them. After thereception was times do you get to go to a trib
over, student, staff, and faculty ute for a governor?
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Coke/Pepsi/Publix Cola- Until Tomorrow Comes: Procrastinators Beware!
He;di Hs
Can You tell the difference? ?>'
Journalism 3420
An Inkwell Staff Report

Today is Monday, and the
was Coke (C) and 3 was Pepsi
research paper that your teacher
You've heard them brag- "I (P). The drinks were arranged in
assigned two months ago is due
can tell the difference between random order.
at the end of the week. You de
Of the 19 taste testers, 7
coke and pepsi," or " I knowthe
cide there is plenty of time left
difference between generic cola were able to accurately identify and call it a night. Anyway, you
all three drinks, thought one fel have always been the master at
and my favorite brand."
Well, we at the Inkwell de low admitted to cheating and whipping something together at
cided to put students to the taste looking at our sheet with the the last minute, so you don't
test at this years AASU Day, of codes on it.
even worry for a second. Now
Only two people confused it is Wednesday night and you
fering taste testers three cola
drinks- Pepsi, Coke and Publix Coke with Publix Brand Cola, think it is probably time to go to suggests surfing the Internet.
but twelve people got Publix the library and look up some in What a great idea! Everything is
Cola.
Some people told us they Brand mixed up with Pepsi.
formation on your topic. But going to be okay. But first, the
Moral of the story? If you first you decide to take acat nap. two of you are going to watch
only drank one brand and hated
the others. Some told us they are a Pepsi drinker, you will
Two hours later, you wake Melrose Place. After it's over, the
probably
like
Publix
Cola,
but
only drank diet and that regular
up and see that the night is still two of you play a game of rummy.
colas were too sweet and a few you are probably better off fairly young. After getting Now it's getting late, so you decide
something to eat, you finally to go to bed. Tomorrow you wil l
actually admitted they couldn't health-wise sticking to water.
If anyone on campus would make it to the library. As you wake up early and start your paper.
tell the difference but took the
like to conduct similar surveys try to find a computer, you no
The alarmgoes off at 8:00 that
taste test anyway.
Inkwell staff members could and send us the results, we'll be tice that the library is packed. morning. Exhausted, you slam the
smell the difference in the three happy to publish them. We'd There are a few other people snooze button and continue this
different colas when they were like to see a smell test to deter from your class typing furiously until 10:00. Finally you drag
first opened. The Coke had a mine which cologne women pre away. Wondering if they have yourself out of bed and get on the
gingery smell to it that neither fer on men and which perfume also waited until two days be Internet. Hours later, you finally
the Pepsi, nor the Publix Cola men prefer on women, a taste fore the paper is due, you ap discover information for your pa
contained. Pepsi had a bolder test of bottled waters, or any proach one of your classmates. per. You print it out, and then go
smell to it, almost like licorice, other comparisons in taste and The two of you confirm that you to lunch. You ar e so happy that
and the Publix Cola had a slight smell among men, women, have just started yourpapers, but you found information for your
artificial smell to it that the oth races, ages, etc., so let us know you're not worried because this paper, but you won't get to start
is how you operate. Your motto writing it until after your three
your results!
ers lacked.
We set the cups up with
A special thanks goes out to is "I'm much better under pres classes. So, finally, at 6:00 that
numbers on the bottom. 1 was Ronni Richardson for luring out sure." However, you can't shake evening you begin to toilaway at
the teacher's voice put of your your research paper. The night
Publix brand (G for generic), 2 taste testers over to the booth!
head. "If you think that you can seems to be flying by. There are
wait until the last minute for this just not enough hours in the day!
paper, think again!"
Still typingaway at thewee hours
_ -..•••w-jjUajgv
1
i
A couple of hours pass by in the morning, your head starts
and you are still looking for to nod from exhaustion. You de
more information on your topic. cide to put your head down for a
Nothing of any significance has few momentsand rest. There isn't
grabbed your attention. You fi that much left to write anyway,
&H
nally find some information that just three more pages.
would completely support your
You hear a loud annoying
thesis. Ecstatic, you grad the pe noise jerk your head up insurprise.
riodical index and search for the It's morning time and you have
jpurnal you need. But it is not three hours before your paper is
there! You d ouble-check and due! You fur iously type away,
still do not see its name. Fran until you are almost finished. But
tic, you grab a librarian for as then you computer locks up! You
CHOREOGRAPHY BY
AN ORIGINAL OPERA BY
sistance. She looks as well, and eject the disk and run toyour best
Judy Jones
Sanford Jones
affirms that the library does not friend's dorm. Banging on the
Based on the well-loved fairy tale of Oscar Wilde,
carry
that journal. So you ask door, you realize she is already at
this musical production will touch the hearts of young and old.
her about three other possible class. So you run back to your
FEATURING
sources. They, too, are not avail room, grab your things, and rush
MATT DEFFLEY as the Prince
able. She assures you, however, to the computer lab. It's jamCHRISTIE WEAVER as the Swallow
(An AASU voice major)
that you can send away and have packed. There are NO available
and children and adults of the Yo uth Opera USA Company
it in a week. A WEEK! That is computers. You look at the clock
Benefit Performance for the
way too late. Thanking her, you and seethat you have onehour left.
Interfaith Hospitality Network
quickly
leave the library and Finally somebody gets up, and
To reserve tickets, call 231-0243.
debate your next options.
you sign in disgust as they print
St. Paul's Luther an Church (Hoflner Hall)
Heart
and
head
pounding,
out their paper. Typing quickly,
31st and Bull Streets
you head to your best friend's you finish the paper and realize
Friday, November 13 • 7:30 pm
dorm. You tell her the dilemma you haven't done the work cited
Tickets; Adults - S8 • Children 12 and under - S3
and complain about how life is list. You don't even know how to
so unfair. She agrees and then document, the

h

1

:g.

1

T Prince

1

m
minutes are left and you are throw
ing down the information like a
mad-person. At last you have fin
ished the two month research
paperin less than 24 hours. Happy
that it's finally over, you co m
mand the computer to print. Y ou
head over to retrieve your paper,
and see that the printer is jammed.
HELLO! Why does this always
happen to you!
An assistant comes to your
rescue, and fiddles with the
printer. Looking at the clock,
you sigh in disbelief and start
complaining to the assistant. He
looks at you in amazement when
you tell him that you need this
paper NOW! Class starts in one
minute, and you cannot be late.
Finally the paper prints and
you run to class. You enter the
classroom a few minutes late
and turn in your "I'll wait until
tomorrow" paper. But, you as
sure yourself that if it weren't
for all these stupid things that
always happen to you the day it
was due, you would be fine!
Yeah, right! Don't ever forget
the teacher's voice thatis always
in the back of you mind! "If you
think that you can wait until the
last minute, think again!"
Procrastination is something
that affects a lotof students. We
always think that there is plenty
of time and keep putting off the
inevitable. Today quickly be
comes tomorrow. Things that
aren't imperative at themoment
(anything to keep you from start
ing what HAS tobe done) become
the most important things. But
who wants to feel the unneeded
stress from this last minute busi
ness? Or even worse, who wants
to see the gradeon procrastination
product? Certainly it is en ough
to take your teacher's advice and
begin your assignments earlier
than the week it is due! So stop
making excuses for yourself, stu
dents, and start now. Don't wait
until tomorrow comes, because
tomorrow might be too late. u
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Journalism Students Review AASU Day
By Susan Thompson,
Dan Van Brunt, Georgia
Priester, Elaine Hakala and
Dana Pope
Journalism 3430
Celebrate AASU Day offered
a pleasant diversion from the
classroom for Dr. Chiaviello's
late-aftemoon journalism stu
dents. Convening on the benches
outside Victor Hall, the classsoon
discovered that movement was the
only defense against the onslaught
of gnats. Forced to make a hasty
retreat, the class converged on the
quad with instructions to taste,
purchase and re prt on the vari
ous activities still in progress.
The English Honor Society
held a raffle throughout the day.
Donations ffom Media Play, Ruby
Tuesday's, Bull and Bay, Bono's,
Blockbuster Video, and The Bagle
Place made for popular prizes.
They had a successful day, rais
ing over one hundreddollars. For
those who missed out on the French
Club's booth, make plans to stop
there next year. Eclairs, quiche, and
fruit tarts were "to diefor."
By Dan Van Brunt

By Dana Pope

By Elaine Hakala

Originally a celebration of
Armstrong's move from college
to university status, AASU Day
has become an event that brings
students, faculty and staff to
gether to promote a sense of
community on campus.
Lynn Roberts, Director of
Intramural Sports at AASU said
that the yearly celebration has,
"probably been one of the most
successful ways in which to at
tract a wide variety of students,
and for departments to give out
information regarding different
programs on campus."
With the festive atmosphere
that pervaded the crowd this
year, from the "Dunk the Prof'
booth to good live music and
dental hygienics, it seems as
though AASU Day was abig hit,
and served the students well in
its efforts to entertain, inform,
and socialize.

AASU Day participants
were treated toa display of mod
ern medieval heraldry art and
weaponry at the tent set up by
the Shire of Forth Castle, the
local Society for Creative
Anachronism. The group set up
mock battles to display their
fighting skills as fascinated on
lookers stood by and marveled
that no one got hurt.
The SCA is an international
organization dedicated to the
study and recreation of the Eu
ropean Middle Ages, focusing
on its traditions, art, crafts, lit
erature, and sciences.
The members of theShire of
Forth Castle enjoyed bringing
their skills to AASU Day for the
first time. ,They also presented
an eventthis past weekend- He
raldic Confrontation IV at Fort
McAllister State Park in Rich
mond Hill.

Member of theSociety for Creative Anachronism- Gives new
meaning to the phrase, "Speak Softly and Carry a Big Stick"

Armstrong celebrated its
third year as a University on
Wednesday, and everybody who
was anybody was there to help
and have fun.
Multicolored booths were
set up all over the campus as stu
dents, faculty, staff and visiting
groups made attendees aware of
Deacon Brody Performs live at AASU Day. They were one of sev
their various functions.
eral
bands and individual performers who entertained the masses.
Loud music by several dif
ferent acts (my favorite was
Communication....
Deacon Brody, a rock band who
played that afternoon) added to this booth beckoned me with its
the festive atmosphere, and the cheerfulness tolearn more about
free hot dogs, soft drinks and ice a worthy organization. Becky
Stubbs, a member of the Na
cream didn't hurt either.
By the end of the day, I had tional Speech Hearing Language
seen three near-death experiences Association said,"the majority of
on the inflatable mountain, and the money madetoday will be sent
had blown my chance at a free to Pediatric Aids Foundation."
The Department of SE and
dictionary because I couldn't re
member who Homer was (the SLP had many different items
Greek writer, not Simpson). But, for sale to raise money and
I claimed my free T-shirt and a awareness such as baked goods
couple of Frisbees, and saw a lot and a mean Spanish rice dish.
of my friends ( including some They also had a farrle, giving
people I didn't even know went away frizes each hour. As a stu
dent, I was happy to learn more
to Armstrong).
about the Elizabeth Glaser Pe Cheers! AASU Day provided
diatrics AIDS Foundation, art, entertainment, music,
By Georgia Priester
which provides research dedi games and a great excuse to play
cated
to eliminating AIDS in hooky from class. Look for more
Communication Can Take
children.
_ . exciting
cAuuug events »»»"
each month.
You to New Worlds
Sponsored by the Depart
I walked away from e - Tj,cre ^ something for everyone,
ment of Special Education and ebrate AASU Day a more inonly you venture forth!
tnrmM member of society.
Speech Language Pathology, formed
society.

——————————
girds gotta fly.... people gotta stick upside
on the velcro wan
well. it looks like fun to me!

gotta swjm?
d
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AASU Events
AASU Faculty LecturesSeries
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Outdoor sculpture to be Classified Advertising
placed on campus grounds. Help Wanted

T ead Teacher needed to volunteer

WHAT: AASU Professor Ruth
From Nov. 12-Nov. 19, art
Garrett will present Mid-Life, students will display several out
What Crisis?
door sculptures around campus.
Two of these sculptures will in
WHEN:
vite participation from the stu
Wednesday, November 11,
dent body.
at 12:15 P.M.
Dori Gann and Phillip
Kandel invite students tocome
WHERE: in the Ashmore Au to the Fine Arts Building to
ditorium of Armstrong Atlantic paint their sculpture,Graffiti
State University.
Needed, from 12-2pm. Thurs.
Nov. 12 and Fri. Nov. 13.
COST: Admission is free and
open to the public.

Des Purcell and Brandon
Tatom invite students to see
their sculpture,Cat House, and
make contributions to the
AASU Cat Fund. To encour
age contributions, they plan to
stay in the Cat House from
5pm. Mon., Nov. 16 to 8am.,
Thes., Nov. 17.These and other
sculptures are part of an assign
ment given in Ms. Green's Ba
sic Design II course.

On Saturday, November
CONTACT:
For further in 14, the Emcees, the Campus
formation call 927.5222.
Union Board's comedy club,
will present Spanky, one of
Part Of a Robert Ingram Stozier
the funniest comedians to
Faculty Lecture Series.
ever appear in our campus.
That's a pretty bold claim
Sunday, November 15, at 3:00 when you consider that over the
P.M. the AASU music faculty past quarter century Armstrong
will present a Gershwin Trib has showcased humorist, Steve
ute Concert in theFine Arts Au Martin, Saturday Night Live's
ditorium.
A. Whiney Brown, Nickel
odeon's Mark Weiner, Ventrilo
Stephen Primatic direcrts the quist, WillieTyler & Lester, Live
Percussion Ensemble on Tues at the Apollo, Steve Harvey;
day, November 17, at 7:30 P.M. Boston Common's Anthony
in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Clarke; A.J. Jamal, Marty Putz,
Rondell Sheridan & Carrot Top.
Spanky,
a.k.a. the funniest man
Percussion Ensemble
in Texas, set the syndicated
WHAT: A concert by the AASU show "Star Search" record for
Percussion Ensemble, directed most appearances bya comedian
in 1989 by making it all the way
by Stephen Primatic
to the $100,000 finals. Currently
he
is bicoastal, splitting his time
WHEN: Hiesday, Nov. 17
between
a brownstone in New
7:30 P.M.
York and a beach house in Los
WHERE: in the Ashmore Audi Angeles. If you see only one
torium of Armstrong Atlantic CUB comedy show this year
make sure it's this one. Show
State University.
time is 8:30 p.m. There's no ad
mission
charge and free refresh
COST: Admission is free and
ments will be provided.
open to the public.

The Landings Club is a private
country club with six golf courses;
34 tennis courts, a stare-of-the-art
fitness center and four clubhouses
located on beautiful Skidaway
Island. Your working environment
cannot be matched.

NOW HIRING
FIT! J, TIME POSITIONS
Golf Course Workers-starts at $7
hr w/increases at 3/6/12 mo
Utility/Dishwasher-$6.25 hr.
Pantry/Prep Cooks
Line Cooks
Wait staff-avg. $10+hr.

FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundraiser for student
organizations. You've seen other
groups doing it, now it's your turn.
One week is all it takes.
NO gimmicks, NO tricks,
NO obligation. Call for
information today.

1-800-932-0528 x 65.

www.ocmconcepts.com

Resident Manager Assistant:

need amale towork with homeless men
on Saturdays and Sundays (2pm10pm). Responsible for chec king in
new
clients, light paperwork, and crisis
PART TIME POSITION
intervention.
Golf Cart Attendant
If interested, or need additional in
Utility Dishwashers
formation,
call Shannon Trujillano
Wait Staff
at
236-7423.
The Landings Club offers competitive
salaries. Health, life, disability & den
tal insurance, 401 (k) with company
match, a generous vacation plan, paid
holidays, employee scholarships, job
training, employee recognition and in
centive programs are offered to full time
employees.
Please apply in person Tuesday-Friday,
9 AM-4 PM. Go South on Wa ters to
Skidaway Island or call JOBLINE 5982504, #1, #1, EOE, DFW.

10 % OFF
COUPON

National Radiologic
Technology Week*

November 8-141998

SiTEL Corporation

We Speak Your Language
Now Hiring Customer Service
Marketing Agents.
Volunteer Recruitment Ful/Pcrt time Bextote Schedule
Perfect for students or those who
For Holiday Gift Wrap
need extra income,
Booth to benefit the
typing, Computer skis & 6
months customer service experi
Coastal Association for
ence required.
Retarded Citizens
Positions ava8able immecSateiy.
Apply Now!
The fundraising event runs from
1001 Davidson Or.
November 13 through Decem
(off Dean Forest Road)
ber 24 at the Savannah Mall.For
Savannah, GA 31408
more information contact Debi Served by Chatham area Transit
Louden or Janice Miller at (912)
2 West Chatham Bus Line
Job line (912)963-2063
355-7633.
EOE

CONTACT: For further infor
mation call 927-5325.

$1250

to work with at-risk children ages
5-17 in homeless shelter afterschool program (3:30-5:30). May
be a paid position in the ne
ar future.
Assistant Teacher needed to vol
unteer to work with children in an
academic enrichment program in a
transitional housing setting. Ap
proximately 10 hours/week after
school and early evening. May be
a paid position in the near future.

Publ!x<
Where Shopping Is A Pleasure

Need a BREAK!!
Let Publix @
Savannah Mall give
you a DEAL!!
Bring your student I.D. to our
CafS' with this coupon for 10%
off of your meal!
Coupon good only at your Publix
@ Savannah Mall
Lu 8018

"t0 CAll,ope to6ayI wnitinq suBmissions may Be placed in one
£ the Pour Boxes located in the WRitinQ centen the caCeteoiA the
lane UBRany. and the f.ne ants BuilOinQ. an6 must.n "u61aTovep
sheet with youn name, phone nutrmcK. anO aOOuess only
(no ssn#'s, please.j
students suBmittinq ant may pick up an entny fopm Cpom the
calliope office in victop 2-4.
deadline (or suBmissions.-12-10-98

This is a Thank You to all
the people on campus that
donated money for the
AIDS Walk for life at our
Unity and Diversity League
Booth on AASU Day!
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BUREAUCRACY IN THE 6. Again, replace a third origi 8. The techniques are only ef JOOOOOCCXXJOOO oo <
PLANET OF THE APES nal ape with a new one. The new fective if your attacker is one of 7OO&ClOGOOOOOOOt ^ ^ 7 oplO^Stn^le^^
O&OOOOOOi
one makes it to the stairs and is the Three Stooges.
1. Dm Hill Feat. Redman "How
O O OO O O O OC
1. Start with a cage containing attacked as well. Two of the four 7. Test to exit white belt level
o n o o o o o o o c Deep Is Your Love" (Island/Def
Last Week: No. 1
five apes. In the cage, hang a apes that beat him have no idea requires one-on-one "pop quiz"
o o o o o o o JamAlercury)
2.
Divine
"Lately,"
banana on a string andput stairs why they were not permitted to in dark alley.
5*22
(Pendulum/Red Ant) No. 8
3. 98 Degrees "Because Of You"
A googol is the number writ
under it. Before long, an ape will climb the stairs, or why they are 6. Benihana has a restraining order
ten as 1 followed by one hundred (Motown) No. 2
go to the stairs and start to climb participating in the beating of against your instructor.
4. Madonna 'The Power Of
zeroes.
towards the Banana.
the newest ape.
Good-Bye" (Maverick/Wamer) No.
5. Local muggers gather in the park
5
2. As soon as he touches the 7. After replacing the fourth and ing lot waiting for class to end.
Curses, foiled again!
5. Deborah Cox "Nobody's
stairs, spray all of the apes with fifth original apes, all the apes 4. Current students bark out on
Supposed To Be Here" (Arista) No.
cold water. After a while, an which have been sprayed with cue the phrase "Insurance does Two little brothers Two little 6
6.
Monifah
'Touch
It"
brothers, aged six and eight, de
other ape makes an attempt with cold water have been replaced. not exist in this dojo!"
(Uptown/Universal) No. 4
the same result—all the apes are Nevertheless, no ape ever again 3. You take yourself to the mat cide it's time to learn how to
7. Jennifer Page "Crush" (Edel
sprayed with cold water.
approaches the stairs. Why not? 4 out of 5 times simplytrying to swear. So, the eight-year-old America) No. 7
8. Keith Sweat Feat. Snoop Dogg
says to the six-year-old, "Okay,
3. Turn off the cold water.If,later, "BECAUSE that's the way it's tie your belt on.
"Come And Get With Me"
another ape tries to climb the always been done around here." 2. Sensei's "ancient Chinese se you say 'ass' and I'll say 'hell'." (Elektra/EEG) No. 23
All excited about their plan, they 9. 112 Feat. Mase "Love Me"
stairs, the other apes will try to
cret" required notifying the
Boy/Arista) No. 24
trooped downstairs, where their (Bad
10. Faith Hill "The Kiss" (Warner
prevent it even though no water The Top 13 Signs You've neighbors when he moved in.
mother asks them what they'd Nashville) No. 10
sprays them.
Joined the Wrong Martial and the Number 1 Sign You've like for breakfast. "Aw, hell,"
4. Now, re move one ape from
Joined the Wrong Martial Arts
Arts School
says the eight-year-old, "gimme
the cage and replace it with a
School...
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOQO
some
Cheerios."
new one. The New ape sees the
13. Your dojo's symbol is a 1. Did Confucius ever really say His mother backhands him off
banana and wants to climb the
he was "going to open up a can
bullseye target.
the stool, sending him bawling
stairs. To his horror, all of the
of
whoop-ass" on someone?
12. First demonstration consists
out of the room, and turns to the
other apes attack him. After an
of falling to the floor, curling
younger brother. "What'll you
other attempt and attack, he
into the fetal position, and
have?"
knows that if he tries to climb
whimpering pitifully.
"I dunno," quavers the six-yearthe stairs, he will be assaulted. 11. Frequent pauses while in
old, "but you can bet your ass it
5. Next, remove another of the structor stops to smoke a cigar
ain't gonna be Cheerios."
original five apes and replace it and eat pork rinds.
with a New one. The newcomer
10. The "gees" are used hospi
Thanks to Bud Burke for this
goes to the stairs and is
tal gowns, and the "throwing
Goldfish placed in bodies of week's Forwarded Funnies. If
attacked.The previous New
"You collapsed from
stars" are old hub caps.
flowing water, such as lakes and you have a funny, forward it to
comer takes part in the punish 9. The homework is always just rivers, soon lose their striking
exhaustion?
Keep up
appearance and took like plain us at: inkwell@mailgate.armment with enthusiasm.
to watch a Jackie Chan movie. colored fish.
the
good
work."
strong.edu.

F e a t u r i n g 1 8 Pool Tables, 3 Dart B o a r d s ,
S n o o k e r & Full Bar +Deli!
13051 Abercora Street • Savannah, Ga., 31419

F r e e H a l f - H o u r of P o o l u i i t h
Lunch Purchase Monday - Saturday!
OPEN D RILV 1 1 : 0 0 A.M.
SUNDRY 1 : B 0 P . M .
Discount Pool and
$ 1 . 0 0 D r a f t s Ulith Dalid S t u d e n t I.D.
— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — T|

RRSU C o u p o n
for
Southside Billiard Club
One Hour o f Pool Half Price
Limit One Per Person Per Uisit

U h a t ? Don't t e ll me g o u ui e n t t o c ol l e g e
a n d d id n ' t l ea r n horn t o p l a y p o ol ! !

COMPLETE L INE O F C UES &
POOL R CCESSORIES

|
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Long distance man is tongue time from her own mouth.
tied when it comes to love
What shall I do?

mre OosGtan
perspectives?
Engaged to be married

Dos and Don'ts For A Dazzling Night Out

Hopeless in the Hamptons
t o iVuu tl\o' lbvvu?w
Dear Engaged,
By Harlan Cohen Help Me,
One-in-five
women
take
90
minutes
or more toget ready for a special
The answer may be a com
Dear Hopeless,
Harlan!
evening out Only 6% of women are ready to go In iess than 30 minutes.
This girl has more issues than pletely repulsive man. When a
How long does ft take
a coffee table sitting in a doctor's guy proposes marriage, it's usu
Dear Harlan:
women to get reody?
ally
a
good
sign
of
being
truly
My boyfriend and I had been office waiting room. The only
serious.
Unless
he's
seriously
together for a couple months of thing this woman can offer you at
about
an hour
heavenly bliss when he moved this time is a lot of aggravation. immature and seriously con
90 minutes
or more
To get involved with a woman fused, he may be seriously ready
to the other side of the country.
We wrote some, and tried to who has so many issues is un to get married.
Ideally, you would hope that
maintain some sort of long dis healthy. And from your letter, all
you
and your boyfriend share
e
tance relationship, but it was indications are that she needs tim
such
a deeply emotional connec
very tough. Now, he's moved alone to work out these very per
tion
that
a few flirting insecure
back here, but things aren't as sonal issues.
girls
making
eyes at your fiance
She can't change the sexual
peachy.
should
hardly
matter.
It seems he still loves me, and past, but you don't have to be
If
you
can't
handle
the flirting
we certainly have a great time part of her sexual future.
today,
you're
not
going
to be
Unless she's in therapy or
together, but for some reason he
able
to
handle
it
tomorrow.
hasn't told me those three won making changes in her life to
derful words, "I love you," since help resolve her personal prob Doubt today is only going to
returning home. Weird, consid lems, she doesn't seem ready to lead you to divorce later. You
ering we used to tell each other be with you or anyone. If she's must rid yourself of this insecu
^Source: Gillette for Women
all the time, up until the last let that special, be a great friend and rity, because your boyfriend is
(NAPS)—Russian Tea Room or hair back in a loose ponytail, using
not
going
to
rid
himself
of
his
help her to love herself so she
ter we sent one another.
"Ragtime?" A rock concert or the a colorful silk scarf. An upsweep
friends
once
you're
married.
I told him that I love him sev can love you or someone else in
symphony? Tango or Tarantella? style adds elegance for a night at
If the flirting is more then you Whether you choose dining, danc the opera or taking in a Broadway
eral times, but he doesn't re the future.
You don't have to be a hope can handle, there's nothing ing or the theatre, enjoy your show. For extra sparkle, decorate
spond. This is making me feel
night out on the town to its hair with a rhinestone-studded
very depressed, because I am less romantic, just a friend who wrong with letting him know fullest. But don't add tension to barrette or clip.
that his "friends'" flirting is the evening by fretting over your
Face The Music
can offer some hope.
completely in love with him.
Applying make-up for an
making you a little uncomfort appearance; m ike sure that you
What's his problem? Should I
set aside enough time for getting evening out on the town doesn't
*Harlan is not a licensed psy able. Just don't let it ruin your ready. Following are a few beauty require an extra stroke of the
ask him myself?
suggestions for comfort and confi blush brush or a thick coat of
chologist, therapist or physician, relationship.
Grayish
bright red lipstick. Opting for a
Make it a long engagement dence from head to toe.
but he is a licensed driver.
Let It Shine
more natural look can produce
Write Help Me Harlan via e-mail and know that you're not just
If you can't wait to wear that surprisingly glamorous results.
Dear Grayish,
He may be saying. "I love at harlan@helpmeharlan.com or another girl hanging on his classic sheath your best friend has Choose from your make-up palette
loaned you or her fabulous new wisely 10 enhance your best fea
you," at the same time you're through the Web at http:// Christmas tree of love. You're pleated short skirt, go for it! tures. Select colors that comple
saying, "I love you," With both www.helpmeharlan.com. Send the star shining bright atop that Tonight is your night, so why not ment your skin rather than your
have a little fun with fashion. outfit. Earth tones with a hint of
of you talking, neither of you letters c/o Help Me Harlan, 2506 lights up his world.
Remember, there's nothing better silver, gold or bronze make a stun
can hear each other say those N. Clark, Suite #223, Chicago, IL
than the sight of healthy, vibrant ning statement and allow your
wonderful words. He's probably 60614. All letters submitted be Dear Harlan,
skin. Get ready to show your legs natural beauty to shine through.
What is the key the success of off by shaving with Gillette
The Black Out
come the property of the column.
equally as concerned.
You're on the dance floor, sur
a first time freshmen in college? SensorExcel for Women. Lathering
Assuming he hasn't devel
your legs with moisture-rich Satin rounded by a sea of black: dresses,
A freshman
oped a speech impediment that
Care Shave Gel will ensure soft, pants, skirts and shoes. Why not
satiny smooth skin. And don't for stand out in the crowd by leaving
impairs his abilities to pro Girlfriend fears floozies
get to seal in moisture with your basic black in the closet?
Dear Freshman,
nounce all "L" words, you're flirting with her fiance
Vitamin E-enriched Gillette Satin Deep midnight blue or rich choco
The key to success of a first Care Skin Replenishing Creme.
going to need to approach him
late brown are striking alterna
time freshman in college is to be
The Mane Event
on his lack of love by the time By Harlan Cohen
tives to black. Long, flowing skirts
Your hair can be your crowning or dresses complement all figures,
a freshman twice. There's no
Dear Harlan,
this is published.
glory if you choose a style that but if you want your legs to stand
My boyfriend recently asked way to do it right the first time, befits your evening. If the air is out, try a miniskirt with a front
You've said it before and it's
only natural to expect to say it me to marry him. I love him very so the second time is always the humid or the evening promises split. You'll definitely want to rely
rain, don't try to fight the ele on Gillette SensorExcel for Women
again. Let him know that what much, but I don't think he is ac best experience.
ments—or the dreaded frizzies. with soft, protective microfins for a
If you're not lucky enough to Work with the weather by pulling closer, smoother shave.
ever may be holding back those tually ready to settle down. He
wonderful words is something is always talking toother girls, that do it twice, do it right the first
that can be worked out over time. are just "friends," but they hang time by relaxing and enjoying
If he can't say, "I love you," he' all over him and that doesn't seem the moment. Be patient and
like just friends to me.
don't put pressure on yourself.
going to need to start talking.
Am I being over protective or Take the time to adjust and get
just human to think he or they comfortable on campus.
Dear Harlan,
Embrace each opportunity and
I like this girl a lot and she are flirting?
I have been with him for over strive to be your personal best.
likes me, but I have a few things
The mercury-based thermometer we use today was invented in
Like an explorer conquering 1714 by Gabriel D. Fahrenheit, a German physicist.
a year and girls still call him
that make me unsure.
She is obsessed with her ex- wanting him to go out with new land, it's important to sur
boyfriend still and she thinks I them. He just blows it off and vey the area and make a plan for
don't understand the obsession. tells me not to worry about it and the future. Once settled, make
Her ex treated her badly using he loves me, not them. It is just the most of the moment and take
"KeePS TH€ HOT,hot.
her as a sexual toy rather then a hard to blow it off. Is he doing advantage of each opportunity.
AMD JHG COOL, COOL."
The true key to success is to
anything behind my back or not?
human being.
* 50 UIH V POAID?"
There is something else to her I love him so much and would take the time to follow your
sexual past that scares the hell love to marry him but I am just heart and discover your passion.
out of me. I mean there were a not sure he is really ready. Is This is your time to do for you.
lot of people before me and I there a way to tell if he is truly You're so incredibly lucky and
The thermos bottle was invented by Sir James Dewar, a British
chemist, in 1892.
hear stories about them all the serious or do I just go by my own you don't even know it.

"Are You Heady

20% 61%
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You Never Outgrow Candy
By Mary Ellen Barnes

v

You never outgrow candy,
and as for those people who say
they don't like sweets... just
check in their drawers at work
and the bottoms of their purses
and pant pockets. They're probably all closet candy consumers
and just don't want you to know
about it.
Everybody likes candy! Of
course, when you steer away
^rom candy and other sugars,
your body has a tendency to
crave °ther alternatives, like
andJuices and things made
f
° .^ and molasfs'but there
3
whe" SUga! re"
f
turns to your life and comforts

When I was about fourteen,
my friends and I used to go roping every Sunday afternoon at a
place off Ogeechee Road. We
never really did much roping
ourselves, but we helped round
up the loose steers and put them
back in the sh oots.
There was this lady there
who was divorced from her first
husband. She worked for a lawyer and rumor had it, she did
more than just secretarial work
for him . But then again, rumor
had it that I was a lesbian and
. • . fn
.
, c. ,
med o stab my ex-boyfnend you like an old friend Then
when [ caught him sleeping with you-Nbe sorTy you ever lcl it
my sister , so you can't believe
We aduits have this stigma
everything you hear. Why, I about eating candy though. We
don t even HAVE a sister....
think that once we get over the
Anyway, this lady had a age of 20 we shouldn't consume
daughter and a son and she it in the same forms and quantididn't let either of them eat ties we did as a kid.
candy. I guess there is no harm
Adults don't blow bubbles,
in that, but she wouldn't even let or walk around with sucker
them eat or drink anything that sticks in their mouths. We don't
had sugar in it. It was like she puff on candy cigarettes, pull at
thought it was a drug.
candy worms, make faces at
They couldn't drink diet so- sour lemon heads, or bite the
das either; couldn't drink Kool- necks off wax bottles to guzzle
Aid, eat M & M's, or eat hot the sweet colored liquid inside,
dogs; all the things that normal
We don't try to stuff overkidsgettodo.
sized jaw breakers into our
We us ed to feel bad eating cheek pockets, or gurgle pop
candy around them, and once rocks on the backof our tongues,
when their mom wasn't there, We don't suck the chocolate off
we let them try a butterfinger the peanut M & M's and throw
bar. They thought it was great, the peanuts to the dog. No wonand we secretly supplied them der people have kids when they
with candy until their mother Set older- it's so they can have
found out and forbid us to ever an excuse to buy candy for
speak with them again.
someone other than themselves.
I heard a few year's later
You may think I'm silly, but
train
that the boy had killed himself
your eyes on the candy
and the girl was in Charter. I al- counter and you will discover
ways blamed it on the mother, that adults, more than children,
but I'm sure she probably thinks buy big bags of candy in an ef
fort to make the store clerk think
it was the candy.
In any event, now that I am they are buying it for someone
older I have discovered that other than themselves.
"It's for the office party."
candy unites us all. If you want
Sure it is...
to make friends, just bring
"It's for Halloween Trick or
candy; people you don't even
know will come by and strike up Treaters."
Even though you haven't
a conversation, especially if it's
had
any at your door for the past
the good candy: filling pulling,
nine
years... you always have to
artery clogging, teeth sensitizing
be
ready...
"just in case...."
candy that leaves you with a
So,
why
fight it, go out and
sugar high and makes you feel
buy
some
sour
balls, fire balls,
like you need to eat a kosher dill
circus
peanuts,
rootbeer
barrels,
to balance your electrolytes and
and
red
hots,
and
relive
your
calm your kidneys.
I don't care what anyone past.
If anybody catches you and
says, sugar in the right quanti
you
feel embarrassed, you can
ties is as g ood as caffeine any
day f or keeping your nerves always d° what I do, offer to
primed to leap at the slightest S've them some and then it will
sound or movement.
he their secret too!

AASU's SIFE (Students in Free Enterprise) and Economics Club attended the 1998 SIFE Leader
ship Conference in Atlanta on October 9th and 10th. Members participated in leadership exercises
led by human resource executives and discovered the secrets of success from some of the nation's
top business executives. Attending were Hannah Williamson, Irene Perry, Chris Sommers, Mat
thew Rice, Yemi Sonaike, and Darshana Patel.
SIFE/Economics Club meets on Wednesdays at noon in Room 202 Victor Hall. All majors are
welcome to attend.

OUT ON A L IMB by GAR Y KOPERVAS
QSf N£l?Vk.

J*
Is

Hiring
Now At ALL

%
Locations!

We Understand the Importance of An Education!
• Scholarships Available
• Flexible Work Schedules
• Paid Training
• Closed Sundays
Pick up an application at any Chick-fil-A restaurant located in
Savannah Mall, Oglethorpe Mall, Oglethorpe Mall Blvd. Drive Thru and
Abercorn Free Standing Unit.
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The Odd Couple Review
By Georgia Priester
Journalism 3430
Neil Simon's Classic Com
edy, "The Odd Couple," came
alive on Jenkins Theatre stage,
starring the comedy team of
Nelson Oglesby and Cully
Long.
This Tony-award-winning
comedy opened on Broadway in
1965, starring Walter Matthau
and Art Carney, and is Simon's
most renowned play. It was
made into a popular movie and
a long-running hit television
sitcom.
When the meticulous Felix
Unger (played by Cully Long)
separates from his wife, his di
vorced friend, the slovenly Os
car Madison (played by Nelson
Oglesby) suggests Felix move in
with him. There could not pos
sibly be two more incompatible
roommates, as the patterns of
their disastrous marriages reap
pear with this arrangement. The
chemistry between these two
oddballs makes the audience
rock with laughter.
Also featured in the AASU
Masquers production are Jody
Podson, Mike Andrews, Steve
Little, and Cyrus Steele, as the
friends who meet weekly to play

Top Video Rentals
1. Mercury Rising Bruce Willis
(Universal - Rated: R) Last Week:
No. 1
2. A Perfect Murder Michael
Douglas (Warner - R) New Ent ry
3. City Of Angels Nicolas Cage
(Warner - PG-13) No. 2
4. Lost In Space William Hurt
(New Line - PG-13) New Entiy
5. Primary Colors John Tr avolta
(Universal - R) No. 3
6. Wild Things Matt Dillon
(Columbia TriStar - R) No. 5
7. The Object Of My Affection
Jennifer Aniston (FoxVideo - R) N o.
21
8. The Spanish Prisoner
Campbell Scott (Columbia TriStarPG) New Entry
9. Hush Jessica Lange (Columbia
TriStar - PG-13) No. 9
10. The Wedding Singer Adam
Sandler (Warner - PG-13) No. 4
11. Titanic Leonardo DiCaprio
(Paramount - PG-13) No. 6
12. Wag The Dog Dustin Hoffman
(Warner - R) No. 14
13. The Apostle Robert Duvall
(Universal - R) No. 13
14. Good Will Hunting Matt
Damon (Buena Vista - R) No. 8
15. Twilight Paul Newman
(Paramount - R) No. 22
16. He Got Game Denzel
Washington (BuenaVista - R) No. 17
17. Jackie Brown Pam Grier
(Buena Vista - R) No. 12
18. Th e Man In The Iron Mask
Leonardo DiCaprio (MGM/UA - PG13) tio. 16
•• •
•
>

poker. These four actors' per
formances were amusing. The
audience experienced each dis
tinct personality straggling with
the other in dealing with the sui
cidal Felix, who is distraught
over his break up with his wife.
Tosha Fowler and Myriah Shoe
maker are "The Pigeon sisters,"
who arrive for a double date,
only to find themselves caught
in the middle of a brewing do
mestic battle between Oscar and
Felix. Their performances were
fresh and funny.
The AASU Masquers' Pro
duction of "The Odd Couple"
was directed by Roger Miller;
set design by Peter Mellen; and
lighting design by Mike Ramps.
"The Odd Couple" is a
socko comedy success! The comedic timing between the char
acters scarcely leaves a moment
that is not hilarious. A huge
"BRAVO" to the AASU
Masquers for making us laugh
outloud!

Antz- Fun for Kids as well as Adults
By Dan Van Brunt
"Antz" details the story of
an ant unsure of his place in society, an ant who, upon telling
his therapist that he feels "insignificant," hears the reply, "You
are." The ant in question is z,
vocalized by Woody Allen, who
sounds as neurotic as ever in this
computer-generated-image film
from DreamWorks. The visuals
are quite good, if not as colorful
and fun as those in the first fulllength CGI movie, "Toy Story."
There is a lot here to enjoy,
however. The script takes clever
advantage of Allen's persona
and keeps the story rolling, taking both children and adults

along for the ride. On the way
we meet Princess Bala, voiced
by Sharon Stone, who's pretty
darn sultry for an ant, and
Weaver, a soldier ant played by
Sylvester Stallone, whose bug
biceps come in handy. Other bigname actors who lent their vocal talents to the film include
Anne Bancroft as the queen,
Gene Hackman as the fascist
general, and Christopher Walken
as his second in command,
"Antz" provides ample
charm for the kids, and enough
sophistication to intrigue adults
as well, so if you take youngsters
to see this movie, don't be surprised if you have as good a time
as they do.

In 1948, the year of the first
Emmy Awards, there were 16
television stations in the U.S.—
and only 190,000 TV s ets nation
wide.

Top 10 Movies
1. Pleasantville starring Reese
Witherspoon
2. Practical Magic Sandra
Bullock
3. Antz
4. Bride of Chucky Jennifer Tilly
5. Soldier Kurt Russell
6. Beloved Oprah Winfrey
7. What Dreams May Come
Robin Williams
8. Rush Hour Jackie Chan
9. A Night at the Roxbury Will
Ferrell
10. Apt Pupil Brad Renfro

Top C&W Singles

1. Shania Twain "Honey, I'm
Home" (Mercury) Last Week: No. 1
2.
Lonestar
"Everything's
Changed" (BNA Album Cut) No. 3
Quantas, the name of the Australian airline, is an acronym for
3. Dixie Chicks "Wide Open
Queensland and Northern Territory Aerial Services, Ltd.
Spaces" (Monument) No. 8
4. Reba "Forever Love" (MCA
Nashville) No. 4
5. Garth Brooks "You Move Me"
(Capitol Nashville) No. 5
6. Tim McGraw "When The Green
Grass Grows" (Curb Album Cut) No.
6
7. LeAnn Rimes "Noihin' New
Under The Moon" (Cu rb Album Cut)
No. 10
8. Alabama "How Do You Fall In
Love" (RCA) No. 7
9. Brooks & Dunn "Husbands And
About 49,000 tons of cosmic dust fall from space onto the surface of theJEarth in a typical year. They are Wives" (Arista Nashville) No. 14
10. Trisha Yearwood Duet "With
mostly particles measuring between one-tenth and one millimeter in diameter, according to the estimates of
Garth Brooks "Where Your Road
scientists.
Leads" (MCA Nashville) No. 20

MEN ARE

"SPANKY"

Ijiilllll

As Seen on MTV, Showtime, FOX, NBC, And Many More
Appearing at AASU
Saturday, November 14
8:30 p.m.
Memorial College Center

BIGGER
is
BETTER

"JIMIQUE"
As seen on DEF Comedy Jam, Its Showtime at the
Apollo, The Apollo Comedy Hour, And Many More
Appearing At AASU
Friday, November 20
8:30 p.m.
Memorial College Center

EMCEES pr esents two great comedians at one great low price!! FREE!!!!!
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Lady Pirates Volleyball Team Hurdles
Obstacle Course of Frustration thisSeason
By Steve Ray

volleyball
coach of the
It is fair to say that in the year.
world of sports every team that
"She told
goes through a season must face me of her deci
some adversity. But you will sion the day af
have to excuse the 1998 volley ter she had
ball lady pirates for feeling like made up her
they have to face more than their mind to leave,"
share of obstacles.
said graduate-,
The lady pirates, who are assistant coach
Intramural Golf Tournament Participants Eddie Aenchbacher, Mike
coming off a 20 winseason from Kelly Stewart.
Lariscy, Joe Buck and Bill Kelso- Intramural sports are open to
a year ago, have faced a daunt "I experienced
students, faculty, and staff, so go out andhave some fun!
ing early season schedule dotted a range of
with very few home matches. emotions. I
The lady pirates have also taken was happy for
Sports Quiz
the floor this year with eight her because I
by
Aaron E. Tucker
newcomers including six fresh know she was
man. Now add into the equation excited about
1. Name the first-ever manager of Padres?
the then "California" Angels in 1961.
the loss of their head coach two coaching bas
7. Who was the first-ever
2. Name the firsfcever New York Minnesota Twin to capture a single
days before the first match and ketball, but I
Yankee to be named Rookie of the season American League batting
it is easy to understand the lady felt terrible for
Year.
tide?
3. Can you name the only St Louis
pirates frustration.
8. Name the only San Diego Padre
the team. It
Cardinal pitcher to win 30 games in a to ever win the National League
"Coach Meegan's decision was very up
single season?
M.VP Award.
was a huge shock to us. It was setting to me as well because she 98 school year had been with the
4. Can you name how many life
Sports Quiz Answers
really hard, especially on those was one of the main reasons I university since 1976. Ford was the time home runs current St. Louis
1. Bill Rigney; 2. Gil McDougald
Cardinal manager Tony LaRussa had in 1951; 3. Dizzy Dean in 1934; 4.
first women's basketball coach at during his career?
While only playing 132 major league
5. Who holds the Baltimore games for the Royals, A's and Cubs
Armstrong and was a 1995 Arm
Orioles' record for the most strikeouts he still had none; S. Mike Mussina
strong hall of fame inductee. She in a regular season?
with 204 in 1996; 6. Dick Selma; 7.
was asked to fill the spot by Ath
6. What former New York Met Tony Oliva hit .323 in 19644; 8. Ken
letic Director Eddie Aench- pitcher was on the opening day roster Caminiti in 1996
for the 1969 expansion San Diego
©_1998 King Features Synd.. Inc.
bacher. Ford will fill the spot
until the end of the season when
a new coach can be chosen.
Hie coaching change has not
been the only roadblock for the lady
Diplomacy is to do and say/ The nastiest thing in the nicest
pirates. A grueling early sch edule way.
and a lack of experience have mani
—Isaac Goldberg
fested into a 6-17 record.
"Motivation and communica
tion has been our biggest concern.
We have so many new players with
different backgrounds that our com
munication has suffered. We are just
looking for something to build some
confidence on," said Stewart
Ford feels like an upcoming
stretch of matches in the friendly
confines of Alumni Arena may be
all her young team needs. 'We are
Interim Volleyball Coach BJ Ford (right) at AASU Day.
one big win away. I think the
Softball Coach Marty McDaniel (left).
worst is behind us and that these
home matches will bea big help.
of us returning this year, because came here."
we were really close to her on
News of Meegan's departure You alw ays have more energy
and off the court," said junior so close to the season opener obvi and enthusiasm at home where
Nicki Pappas. "Her leaving is ously had a startling impact on the the crowd is behind you, the
not an excuse for the way we've team's psyche. Interim head coach girls really need that."
Go outand support your AASU Sports Teams- See Volleyball Sched
With so many questions up in ule Below for listing of home games!
played but it has a big impact on BJ. Ford made addressing that prob
die air and (he future of the program
our chemistry."
lem her first priority.
Carol Meegan, who gar
"The first time I talked to the in limbo, it may seem that the easi
nered a 66-65 record in her four- girls I told them that I would be est tiring todo would be to start think Lady Pirate Volleyball
year tenure as volleyball coach there. This was a brand new ex ing about next year. However, Ford Season Games
at Armstrong, resigned to pur perience for me. I amnot a volley sees the situation differently.
for November 1998
"This is an incredible group of
sue a women's head basketball ball coach and have no delusions of
coacing job at division III grandeur but I wanted them to know young women. I just want for them, 3 Tuesday USC Aiken Alumni Arena 7:00
Rutgers University. Meegan, I would do my best and do every and especially the seniors, this year 6 Friday USC Spartanburg Alumni Arena 7:00
who came to Armstrong as a thing I possibly could."
to be a positive experience. Our 8 Sunday UNC Pembroke Alumni Arena 1:00
Ford, who retired from her first priority is right now, the rest 10 Tuesday Newberry Newberry, SC 6:30
basketball assistant was the de
fending Peach Belt Conference teaching duties at the end of the 97- will have to wait."
12-14 Thur.-Sat. PBAC Tournament Florence, SC TBA

Qfia©
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rpsyg®
Rick Wilson's New York, New York

Your Horoscope by Natasha
ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
Extra drive plus com mon sense bring
career gains. Despite a run-in with a
friend, social prospects brighten by
the m iddle of the week. Charm and
friendliness enhance your position
with high-ups.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
Judgment is good on the job and
you'll have luck in e stablishing extra
credit. The weekend favors romance
and leisure activities. You're not
tongue-tied when it comes to express
ing romantic sentiments.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20)
Financial gain is likely. You'll accom
plish more than usual at work Later,
you'll enjoy relaxing moments with a
loved one. You may take up a new
hobby or derive extra pleasure from
an existing one.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
Unexpected news comes from a rela
tive. After clearing up odds and ends
at home, you should go out for a night
on the town this weekend. It's a busy
time with much gadding about and
many phone messages.
LEO (July 23 to August 22)
Buying something on a lay-away plan
is favored. Still, cut down on cash
outlay. Social life surpasses your
expectations this week. Don't be a
stick in the mud.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) Private business meetings are
favored. You may be drawn romanti
cally to someone from afar or of a dif
ferent background. Many friends get
in touch with you for weekend social
outings.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) New friends seem more under
standing than others you've known
for a long time. New projects make
you enthusiastic about work. A child
may require bolstering .

"Your cat h as been
depositing dead mice and
birds on our doorstep all
week, so I've made you a
lovely casserole."
SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) Disappointment about
a job concern shouldn't keep you
from taking a c hance on this week's
new offerings. A trip may be post
poned. Don't brood about a problem.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) A family member may
voice disapproval about a romantic
interest. Make those domestic
changes you've been contemplating.
Don't give up at the first sign of an
obstacle.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) A financial worry should
n't keep you from taking advantage
of an offer for a good time. An unex
pected invitation may arrive for a sur
prise party this weekend.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18 ) Self-doubt is your chief
obstacle now. Take a chance on a new
project. Be close-mouthed about
recent career developments. Don't
ask for favors you know a friend can't
deliver.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) Don't approach higher-ups with
new ideas yet. Still, you can continue
to work on your presentation. New
friends come into your life. Some
early weekend blues will dissipate.

In 1962, five years after the launch
of the first man-made satellite, John
Glenn blasted into space and circled
the earth three times in his tiny
spacecraft. He returned four hours
and 55 minutes later, an America
hero.
It has been 36 years since Glenn's
wife, Annie, and her two children
witnessed his history-making jour
ney as the first American to orbit the
earth. On October 29, 1998, the
Glenns' two grandchildren will be on
hand to watch their 77-year-old
grandfather make history again by
he has chalked up nearly 9,000 hours
becoming the oldest person to travel of flying time. But for Glenn, the
into space. This will be just another ultimate challenge lay at NASA,
achievement of a man with a career where he was selected from a pool of
spanning over 50 years of public ser more than 100 applicants to be one of
vice.
the first seven astronauts in the race
Bom in 1921 in New Concord, for the space frontier. The year was
Ohio, the small-town boy who 1959.
blazed the trail to the stars had actu
Glenn left NASA in 1964, and
ally set his sights on becoming a doc after a brief stint in private industry,
tor. But everything changed one returned to public service by running
Sunday afternoon back in 1941. The for the U.S. Senate from Ohio. For
20-year-old Glenn was on his way to the past 24 years, Glenn has made his
church to hear Annie, his childhood
working address Capitol Hill. But the
sweetheart and fiancee, give a music wanderlust remained.
recital, when he heard the news on
Three years ago, it occurred to him
the radio. Pearl Harbor had been that because of his unique back
bombed.
ground, he might be able to make a
To hear Glenn describe it, his life case for NASA to return him to
could have taken no other direction. space, where studies on the effects of
The decision to serve his country in aging could be done on him. With
war, and to continue to do so in research in hand, Glenn made his
peacetime, was never in doubt. seemingly improbable proposal to
Glenn would ultimately fly 59 mis NASA for a return trip. NASA even
sions in World War II and 63 mis tually was convinced.
sions in the Korean War. The deco
Not everyone is lucky enough to
rated war veteran later put his skills get a second chance, and after wait
to work as a test pilot. In 1957, he set ing for 36 years, Glenn's excitement
a transcontinental speed record from is palpable.
Los Ange/es to New York, ta king his
"I want to soak up every bit of
plane across the country in three experience I can on this," he
hours and 23 minutes. This was the exclaims.
first transcontinental flight to aver
© 1998 King Features Synd.. Inc.
age supersonic speed. In all, to date,
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BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL
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That's very chivalrous
of you. But I think you're
supposed to take your
coat off fir st."

"All thos e opposed, signify
by saying 'I q uit.'
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